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Personal Information

- Examples: news, financial, weather, traffic, personal communication, ...
- Desire to maintain a level of awareness
- Information varies from person to person
Our Goals & Design Principles

- Peripheral – Calm and not disruptive
- Personalized – Highly customizable
- Consolidated – Integrated view of all desired data
- Secure – Obscure personal data
- Elegant – Enhance a person’s environment
The InfoCanvas

- “Information Art”
- An ambient LCD display
  - Like picture on desk or hung on wall
- Presents an eye-pleasing picture
- Elements of picture represent data and subtly change
- Allow the user to define both the information and its representation
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Current System

• Do canvas design informally
• Hand-implement mappings
• Full-featured run-time system
Canvas Themes
User Study

- Purchased second monitors and video cards
- Working with three initial participants
- They choose
  - Data to monitor
  - Canvas theme
  - Data representations and positions
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Ongoing Efforts

• “Glanceability” study
  – In ~7 seconds, do I get more info from
    InfoCanvas
    MyYahoo
    Pure text
    Sideshow

• Design tool